• Sentence Completion 1  Level 2

Directions: Complete the sentence using the word or set of words for each blank that best fits the meaning of the sentence as a whole.

1. Right now, James ______ dinner.
   A. is talking  
   B. is cooking  
   C. is helping  
   D. is doing

2. Right now, she ______ on the phone.
   A. is talking  
   B. is wearing  
   C. is having  
   D. is doing

3. Right now, I ______ how to drive.
   A. am being  
   B. am watching  
   C. am turning  
   D. am learning

4. Right now, you ______ English.
   A. are studying  
   B. are listening  
   C. are watching  
   D. are eating

5. Right now, it ______ outside.
   A. is warming  
   B. is raining  
   C. is talking  
   D. is making

6. Oscar ______ the laundry right now.
   A. is making  
   B. is being  
   C. is doing  
   D. is having

7. Emily ______ me with my homework right now.
   A. is thinking  
   B. is helping  
   C. is working  
   D. is making

8. Right now, Dad ______ a movie.
   A. is watching  
   B. is helping  
   C. is speaking  
   D. is having

9. Mark ______ to India right now.
   A. is buying  
   B. is making  
   C. is doing  
   D. is traveling

10. Henry ______ a picture right now.
    A. is drawing  
    B. is thinking  
    C. is writing  
    D. is having
Answers and Explanations

1) B
Right now, James is cooking dinner. Choice (B) is correct.
(A) is incorrect because James cannot talk dinner.
(C) is incorrect because James cannot help dinner.
(D) is incorrect because James cannot do dinner.

2) A
Right now, she is talking on the phone. Choice (A) is correct.
(B) is incorrect because she cannot wear on the phone.
(C) is incorrect because she cannot have on the phone.
(D) is incorrect because she cannot do on the phone.

3) D
Right now, I am learning how to drive. Choice (D) is correct.
(A) is incorrect because you cannot be how to drive.
(B) is incorrect because you cannot watch how to drive.
(C) is incorrect because you cannot turn how to drive.

4) A
Right now, you are studying English. Choice (A) is correct.
(B) is incorrect because you cannot listen English.
(C) is incorrect because you cannot watch English.
(D) is incorrect because you cannot eat English.

5) B
Right now, it is raining outside. Choice (B) is correct.
(A) is incorrect because it cannot warm outside.
(C) is incorrect because it cannot talk outside.
(D) is incorrect because it cannot make outside.

6) C
Oscar is doing the laundry right now. Choice (C) is correct.
(A) is incorrect because Oscar cannot make the laundry.
(B) is incorrect because Oscar cannot be the laundry.
(D) is incorrect because Oscar cannot have the laundry.

7) B
Emily is helping me with my homework right now. Choice (B) is correct.
(A) is incorrect because Emily cannot think me with my homework right now.
(C) is incorrect because Emily cannot work me with my homework right now.
(D) is incorrect because Emily cannot make me with my homework right now.

8) A
Right now, Dad is watching a movie. Choice (A) is correct.
(B) is incorrect because Dad cannot help a movie.
(C) is incorrect because Dad cannot speak a movie.
(D) is incorrect because Dad cannot have a movie.

9) D
Mark is traveling to India right now. Choice (D) is correct.
(A) is incorrect because Mark cannot buy to India right now.
(B) is incorrect because Mark cannot make to India right now.
(C) is incorrect because Mark cannot do to India right now.

10) A
Henry is drawing a picture right now. Choice (A) is correct.
(B) is incorrect because Henry cannot think a picture right now.
(C) is incorrect because Henry cannot write a picture right now.
(D) is incorrect because Henry cannot have a picture right now.